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It is a great privilege to host the Junior World Skeet Championship and it is a true pleasure to welcome 
the competitors and their families!  The Team at Jacksonville Clay Target Sports Center look forward 
to providing the best experience possible for all the competitors and their families. During this 
unprecedented time we all must balance between holding this prestigious event and staying safe and 
healthy by adhering to our COVID-19 procedures.

We have a talented and outstanding group of young people coming to join us and while we cannot 
guarantee everyone a perfect score this week, we can guarantee a tournament filled with great targets, 
outstanding referees, excellent food, and plenty of fun events to make several lasting and extraordinary 
memories.  

The Junior World Skeet Championship is a great time to make new friends, strengthen old friendships, 
and grow the bonds of community that hold this great sport together.  Families travel from across the 
country to attend this prestigious event, and as such this week is the perfect time to form new friendships 
with shooters both young and old.  

Jacksonville Clay Target Sports is located in northeast of Florida and is one of the oldest, continuously 
operating gun clubs in the country.  Established in 1936, Jacksonville Clay Target Sports has 10 regulation 
skeet and trap fields, a 5-stand field and (2) 15 station sporting clays courses. There is a large club house 
with an enclosed dining area and a covered patio.  In addition, there are 70 camping spaces (48 with 
power and water, 4 power only and 18 dry camp spaces)

The Jacksonville facility is nearby to an international airport as well as many attractions such as the 
Jacksonville Zoo which covers over 100 acres and over 2000 animals, several shopping locations as well 
as local towns such as Amelia island and St Augustine as well as several coastal beaches all within 30 
minutes of driving. We know that everyone can find something memorable outside of their shooting time 
should they choose to seek it.

So please, make yourselves at home, shoot straight, form new friendships, and most importantly have a 
great time!  Thank you so much for attending.  We look forward to throwing a memorable Junior World 
event here at the Jacksonville Clay Target Center!  If we can be of any assistance at any time, do not 
hesitate to come talk to us.

Good Luck,

Chris Kauffmann,  
President, Jacksonville Clay Target Sports

WELCOME TO THE

PENDING UPDATE
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Years ago, the Junior World Skeet Championships did not exist.  The Sub-Junior, Junior, and Collegiate 
competitors (generally ages 10 to 23) had to compete in the annual National Skeet Shooting Association 
(NSSA) World Championships held in October.  This presented challenges for the younger shooters 
to attend due to educational commitments.  The NSSA decided to develop a new “Junior Only” World 
Championship to be held annually in the month of July.  Hence, the Junior World was born.  

The Junior World Championship travels around the country to different locations.  Clubs wishing to 
host the Junior World are required to formally request the event.  NSSA maintains a minimum list of 
requirements that each club must comply with in order to be considered for the Junior World host club.  
An example of these requirements is the number of skeet fields required to handle the volume of Junior 
World shooters.  NSSA executives evaluate each request and pre-select a host club for the following year.  
The default location will be the National Shooting Complex in San Antonio, TX. 

During the Junior World, shooters compete in their concurrent(s) status only; such as Sub-Junior, 
Junior, and Collegiate.  For instance, Sub-Juniors will only compete against other Sub-Juniors.  There 
is no competition between classes such as AAA, AA, A, etc.  A special twist to the Junior World is that 
concurrents are classified as Class I, Class II or Class III based on their target average for each event 
(Doubles, 12, 20, 28, .410 Bore and HOA).  Note that the High-All-Around (HAA) event is based on Doubles 
and 4 guns, and is “Honors Only” in the event that a shooter does well enough to hit all 500 targets!    
NSSA awards All-American points for concurrent performance.  The concurrent All-American point 
system is based on the number of competitors in the same concurrent event; at normal registered skeet 
tournaments it is uncommon to have very many junior competitors.  This makes the Junior World a key 
event in the selection of the Sub-Junior, Junior, and Collegiate All-American teams.  

The break points in the different classes and the corresponding averages are specified by the Junior 
World committee and are listed in the shoot program.  The Junior World classification system is used 
to award medals for each class in each event.  Sub-Junior and Junior class medals are awarded for first 
through sixth in each class.  Collegiate class medals are awarded for first through third.  In each event, 
the Champion, Runner-up and Third place winners in each concurrent are removed from Class I, II, or III, 
then Class I, II, and III places are determined.  All-American points for Sub-Junior, Junior and Collegiate 
are awarded to the event Champion, Runner-up, Third and places in Class I.   Competitors can declare 
up to Class I if they so desire.  This must be done when they register and prior to competing in the event.  

In each event, if there are any ties in score for Class I, II, and III places, a shoot-off occurs to determine 
the winner.  Long runs may also be used to determine Class II and III places.  Long runs are defined 
as the number of consecutive targets broken from the FRONT and from the BACK of a competitor’s 
event score.  For instance, if a competitor misses their fourth target in the first box and then breaks the 
remaining targets for a score of 99, the competitor’s long runs are e and 96.  The largest number is used 
to determine class placement against other competitors with a score of 99 in the event.  Long runs are 
commonly used at the NSSA World Championships due to the number of potential shoot-offs.  The Junior 
World Shoot Management will use shoot-offs to determine places for medals and Class I places.  Long 
runs will be used only in the event of inclement weather or any event that would preclude shoot-offs 
breaking ties.  This will be determined by the Protest Committee in conjunction with Shoot Management.  

CONCURRENT COMPETITION FORMAT

Rochester Brooks Gun Club
962 Honeoye Falls #6 Rd., Rush, NY 14543
Phone (585) 533-9913
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GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Advance registration and $50.00 deposit required for each competitor.

2. All participants must be NSSA members in good standing.

3. NSSA classification cards must be up-to-date prior to registration. Shooters who do not present an updated 
and complete classification card with scores from the last five (5) shoots will shoot in Class I.

4. This is an NSSA-registered event and NSSA rules will govern unless otherwise noted in the program and/or 
posted at the event.

5. Eye and ear protection are mandatory for all competitors during events and for all individuals on or near the 
skeet fields.

6. Entry for High Over All (HOA) event must be made prior to shooting the 12-gauge event.

7. An “Honors Only” High All Around (HAA) will be offered.  There will be no charge for this event.

8. Practice fields will be open Wednesday 21 July starting at 9 a.m.  Thursday, Saturday and Sunday from 8:00 
a.m. until conclusion of the last flight; and Friday beginning at 8 a.m. the Opening Ceremony until conclusion 
of the last flight, based on field availability.  Practice rounds will be $4.50 per round of 25 targets. 

9. Referee’s decision on all decisions of fact will be final.  All protests must be referred to the protest committee.  
Shooters must inform referees of protests before shooting the next station.

10. Preference will be given to Sub-Junior, Junior and Collegiate shooters.  Parents and coaches will be allowed to 
shoot all events based on availability.

11. Spectators and contestants assume all risk of loss of property or injury occurring while at Rochester Brooks 
Gun Club, Inc.

12. Shoot Management reserves the right to change this program without recourse or protest. The management 
also reserves the right to refuse entry or cause withdrawal if a contestant annoys, endangers or interferes in 
any manner with another shooter or disturbs the harmony of the shoot. There will be no alcohol consumed 
until after the close of the day’s events.

13. There will be no refunds for withdrawals without Rochester Brooks Gun Club’s approval.

14. No parents or coaches are allowed on the fields during the competition unless they are participating as a 
competitor.

15. Food and beverages will be available for lunch and dinners.

16. Competitors must be at their assigned field ready to shoot no later than fifteen (15) minutes prior to their 
scheduled event time. It is recommended that shooters be at their assigned field 20 minutes before squad 
time.

17. Competitors registering for four guns must shoot at times scheduled on their chosen rotation. Squads will NOT 
be called. It is the responsibility of each competitor to be at the correct field at the correct time.

18. Shooters participating in less than the entire four-gun program will be scheduled as near their requested time 
as possible; but, by necessity, must be accommodated at the convenience of Shoot Management to allow four-
gun shooters preference.

19. Shooters must check their scores before leaving the field in accordance with NSSA rules. There will be no cash 
purses available for any Junior World events.

20. All door prizes must be picked up at the shoot. No prizes will be mailed.

21. Protest Committee:  The Protest Committee will be posted at the event.

22. Onsite registration can accept Master Card & Visa Only.  
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 EVENT ROTATIONS

23 July 23 July 24 July 24/25 July 25 July 26 July

EVENT C of C Dbls 12 GA 20 GA 28 GA .410 Bore

THURS THURS FRI SAT SUN

Rotation 1 9:30 2:00 9:30 2:50 FRI 12:10 2:20

Rotation 2 11:00 3:00 10:50 4:10 FRI 1:30 1:00

Rotation 3 12:30 4:00 12:10 9:30 SAT 2:50 11:20

Rotation 4 5:00 1:30 10:50 SAT 4:10 10:00

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Wednesday, July 21

Practice
Registration

9 AM – Til Dusk
12 PM – 5 PM

Thursday, July 22

Registration
Champion of Champions
Doubles Event
Shoot-offs | Awards

Opens 8 AM
Rotations begin at 9:30 AM
Rotations begin at 2 PM
Immediately following

Friday, July 23

Registration
12 Gauge Event
20 Gauge Event
Opening Ceremony
Shoot-offs | Awards
2021 JW Photograph
Dinner Party

Opens at 8 AM
Rotations begin at 9:30 AM
Rotations begin at 2:50 PM 
Immediately following last flight
Immediately following
Immediately following
Pizza/Wings deliveries thoughout Shoot-Offs

Saturday, July 24

20 Gauge Event
28 Gauge Event 
Shoot-offs | Awards
Championship Dinner

Rotations begin at 9:30 AM
Rotations begin at 12:10 PM 
Immediately following
Starting about 6:30 PM

Sunday, July 25

.410 Bore Event
Shoot-offs | Awards

Rotations begin at 10 AM
Immediately following
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SHOOT-OFF INFORMATION

EVENT FEES

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS EVENT - EVENT 6 TARGETS
100 targets – One regulation round each of 12, 20, 28 gauge and .410 Bore
Entry Fee:  $55.00

DOUBLES, 12, 20, 28 GAUGES AND .410 BORE EVENTS
100 targets each event
Doubles – skeet doubles using choice of 12 gauge or smaller
12 gauge – regulation skeet using 12 gauge or smaller
20 gauge – regulation skeet using 20 gauge or smaller
28 gauge – regulation skeet using 28 gauge or smaller
.410 Bore – regulation skeet using .410 Bore
Entry Fee:  $55.00 includes daily fees
Two-person Team Fees:  $5 per competitor ($10/team) 
*Parent/Child Team Fees:  $5 per competitor ($10/team)

HIGH OVER ALL (HOA) EVENT
400 Targets — Regulation skeet run concurrently with 12, 20, 28, and .410 Events.
Entry Fee:  $10
Two-person Team Fees:  $5 per competitor ($10/team)
*Parent/Child Team Fees:  $5 per competitor ($10/team)

HIGH ALL AROUND (HAA) EVENT
There is an “Honors Only” High All-Around (HAA) Event in the Junior World Skeet Championships in case 
any competitor runs a 500x500.  There is no cost for this event.

*Note—Parent denotes Parent or Coach

In case of ties, shoot-offs will be conducted to determine all awards; long runs may be used to break ties for 
Class II and III awards if time constraints so dictate. NSSA “miss and out by station” shoot-off rules will apply 
for all individual and team awards. Two-person team scores will be combined and used as an aggregate 
score to determine awards. Shoot-offs will be conducted with skeet doubles at determined stations until a 
winner is determined. All shoot-offs will be announced to competitors at least 10 minutes prior to the shoot-
offs. If possible, shoot-off sheets will be posted near the scoreboard. All contestants and/or teams called for 
a shoot-off and not present within 10 minutes, will forfeit all rights to any award they might have won due to 
the results of the shoot-off. All shoot-offs will occur at the conclusion of the final event of that day according 
to NSSA rules. Shoot-offs will run on three fields: Sub-Juniors, Juniors and Collegiate simultaneously.

SCTP MEDALS WILL BE AWARDED
Based on 12 gauge event

Notify registration of SCTP status during registration at the shoot!
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PHOTOGRAPHIC 
         ILLUSTRATIONS

Follow and track scores at 
https://isurl.org/20jrworld   

It is a tradition at NSSA World Championship events to conduct a non-registered preliminary event known as the 
Champion of Champions competition.  This preliminary event is also referred to as the Champ of Champs (C of C) 
Event. All competitors wishing to compete are allowed. Parents are allowed to compete with their youth competitors; 
however, preference for youth shooters is given to the available competitor slots.

The event consists of shooting one regulation round of skeet in the 12, 20, 28 gauges and .410 Bore totaling 100 
targets shot. Sufficient time is given in between rounds to reconfigure tubed guns for each subsequent round. Note: 
a shell smaller than the gauge specified can be used for the first three rounds; some shooters choose to shoot 20 
gauge for the first two rounds, while other shooters choose to shoot 28 gauge for the first three rounds in the C of 
C Event.

There are no All-American points awarded and no two-person concurrent teams or parent/child teams in the C of C 
Event.

C OF C JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS
Champion, Runner-Up, Third, Lady Champion, Lady Runner-Up, Lady Third

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS

Barry Hayes of Photographic Illustrations will be on the grounds during the 
2021 Junior World to take pictures

Photographic Illustrations by 
Barry Hayes M. Photographer, Craftsman, CPP

76 Highland Avenue, St. Johnsbury, VT 05819
(802) 748 8916 // barry@kingcon.com

PENDING UPDATE
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DOUBLE  
ALL-AMERICAN POINTS
AT 2021 JUNIOR WORLD

SUB-JUNIOR CONCURRENT EVENT

A Sub-Junior shooter is defined as a competitor that has not reached their 14th birthday by January 1st of the 
current shooting year and is a member of NSSA in good standing. The NSSA official shooting year starts on 
January 1st of each year and ends on December 31st of the year. The Sub-Junior concurrent will be divided 
into three (3) separate classes for award purposes and classification shall be based on the competitor’s 
current average for each respective event (12, 20, 28, .410 Bore, Doubles and HOA). If a competitor enters 
the Junior World championships without a previously established average, the score achieved during the 
competition will be used to classify them into a group as defined below.

Sub-Junior classifications (By Average)

 Doubles 12 Gauge 20 Gauge
CLASS I 88.00 and over 94.00 and over 93.00 and over
CLASS II 84.00 – 87.99 91.00 - 93.99 90.00-92.99
CLASS III Under 84.00 Under 91.00 Under 90.00

 28 Gauge .410 Bore HOA
CLASS I 92.00 and over 87.00 and over 91.50 and over
CLASS II 89.00 - 91.99 84.00 - 86.99 88.50 – 91.49
CLASS III Under 89.00 Under 84.00 Under 88.50

A Sub-Junior two-person team is defined as two (2) eligible Sub-Junior competitors teaming for any or all 
Junior World events by combining their scores together as a single team score. Competitors must pay a 
registration fee for each event to be eligible.

SUB-JUNIOR CONCURRENT CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS 

(Per event – 12, 20, 28, .410 Bore, Doubles and HOA) 

World Champion, Runner-Up, Third, Class I (1st through 6th), Class II (1st through 6th), Class III (1st through 
6th), Lady World Champion, Lady Runner-Up, Lady Third and Two-Person Team (CH & RU)
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A Junior shooter is defined as a competitor that has not reached their 18th birthday by January 1st of the 
current shooting year and is a member of NSSA in good standing. The NSSA official shooting year starts 
on January 1st of each year and ends on December 31st of the year. The Junior concurrent will be divided 
into three (3) separate classes for award purposes and classification shall be based on the competitor’s 
current average for each respective event (12, 20, 28, .410 Bore, Doubles and HOA). If a competitor enters 
the Junior World championships without a previously established average, the score achieved during the 
competition will be used to classify them into a group as defined below.

Junior classifications (By Average)

 Doubles 12 Gauge 20 Gauge
CLASS I 94.00 and over 97.00 and over 96.00 and over
CLASS II 89.00 – 93.99 94.00 - 96.99 92.00-95.99
CLASS III Under 89.00 Under 94.00 Under 92.00

 28 Gauge .410 Bore HOA
CLASS I 95.00 and over 92.00 and over 95.00 and over
CLASS II 91.00 - 94.99 85.00 - 91.99 90.50 – 94.99
CLASS III Under 91.00 Under 85.00 Under 90.50

A Junior two-person team is defined as two (2) eligible Junior competitors teaming for any or all Junior World 
events by combining their scores together as a single team score. Competitors must pay a registration fee 
for each event to be eligible.

JUNIOR CONCURRENT CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS

(Per event – 12, 20, 28, .410 Bore, Doubles and HOA)

World Champion, Runner-Up, Third, Class I (1st through 6th), Class II (1st through 6th), Class III (1st through 
6th), Lady World Champion, Lady Runner-Up, Lady Third andTwo-Person Team (CH & RU)

JUNIOR CONCURRENT EVENT

DOUBLE  
ALL-AMERICAN POINTS
AT 2021 JUNIOR WORLD
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COLLEGIATE CONCURRENT EVENT
A Collegiate shooter is defined as a full-time undergraduate student in an accredited degree-oriented 
learning institution up to a maximum of five (5) years of eligibility. For one time only, a shooter is eligible 
to compete as a collegiate shooter prior to his/her freshman year as long as he/she produces a letter of 
acceptance from a degree-oriented institution. If required by Shoot Management, entry eligible individuals 
must produce a valid student identification card. The card must be valid as of January 1st of the current 
shooting year. The Collegiate concurrent will be divided into three (3) separate classes for award purposes 
and classification shall be based on the competitor’s current average for each respective event (12, 20, 28, 
.410 Bore, Doubles and HOA). If a competitor enters the Junior World championships without a previously 
established average, the score achieved during the competition will be used to classify them into a group 
as defined below.

Collegiate classifications (By Average)

 Doubles 12 Gauge 20 Gauge
CLASS I 95.00 and over 98.50 and over 98.00 and over
CLASS II 92.00 – 94.99 96.50 – 98.49 96.00-97.99
CLASS III Under 92.00 Under 96.50 Under 96.00

 28 Gauge .410 Bore HOA
CLASS I 97.50 and over 96.00 and over 97.50 and over
CLASS II 95.00 – 97.49 93.00 – 95.99 95.20 – 97.49
CLASS III Under 95.00 Under 93.00 Under 95.20

A Collegiate two-person team is defined as two (2) eligible Collegiate competitors teaming for any or all 
Junior World events by combining their scores together as a single team score.  Competitors must pay a 
registration fee for each event to be eligible.

COLLEGIATE CONCURRENT CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS

(Per event – 12, 20, 28, .410 Bore, Doubles and HOA)

World Champion, Runner-Up, Third, Class I (1st, 2nd & 3rd), Class II (1st, 2nd & 3rd), Class III (1st, 2nd & 
3rd), Lady World Champion, Lady Runner-Up, Lady Third and 
Two-Person Team (CH & RU)

DOUBLE  
ALL-AMERICAN POINTS
AT 2021 JUNIOR WORLD
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Parent/Coach-Child Concurrent – eligibility to shoot in the Junior World under a “parent/coach concurrent” 
status will be granted for parents, step parents, guardians and other members of the Sub-Junior, Junior or 
Collegiate’s family who are 18 years of age of older. In the instance that a youth shooter does not have a 
family member to participate, a coach (known to actively participate in the Sub-Junior, Junior or Collegiate 
competitor’s training) will be allowed to participate for purposes of the parent/coach-child team events. NO 
NSSA All-American points will be reported for the parent concurrent of the parent-coach/child team events. 
The parent/coach will not be separated in Classes I, II or III, other than the classification defined in the 
parent/coach-child teams listed below.

Parent/Coach-Child Team is defined as a two-person team comprised of one Sub- Junior, Junior or 
Collegiate competitor and an eligible parent/coach (as defined above). All parent/coach-child teams will 
compete against other teams without regard to the age of the child competitor (parent/collegiate teams 
will compete against parent/junior and parent/sub-junior). The two-person team will be assigned a team 
classification based on the team’s (current) combined average for each respective event (12, 20, 28, .410 
Bore, Doubles and HOA). Competitors may participate with different team members in different events, but 
they will remain limited to one parent/coach-child team per event. There will be no charge for participation 
as a parent/coach-child team. If a parent/coach-child enters the Junior World championships without a 
previously established average, the score achieved during the competition will be used to classify the team 
into a group as defined below.

 
 Doubles 12 Gauge 20 Gauge
CLASS I 92.00 and over 95.50 and over 94.00 and over
CLASS II Under 92.00 Under 95.50 Under 94.00

 28 Gauge .410 Bore HOA
CLASS I 93.00 and over 90.00 and over 93.20 and over
CLASS II Under 93.00 Under 90.00 Under 93.20

PARENT/COACH-CHILD TEAM AWARDS

(Per event – 12, 20, 28, .410 Bore, Doubles and HOA)

Champion, Runner-Up, Class I (1st & 2nd), Class II (1st & 2nd) and 
Parent/Coach (Champion, Runner-Up & 3rd)

PARENT/COACH-CHILD EVENT

JUNIOR WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP RINGS 
DONATED BY

PENDING 

UPDATE

PENDING 

UPDATE
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MEALS

LODGING

CAMPING
RV SPACES AVAILABLE AT CLUB—VISIT WWW.RBGUNCLUB.COM/JUNIOR-WORLD

REFER TO HOTEL LIST POSTED SEPARATELY AT NSSA JUNIOR WORLD LINK

www.rbgunclub.com/junior-world

PREFERRED HOTELS

LUNCH
COMPLIMENTARY FOR SHOOTERS
FAMILY MEMBERS AND GUESTS - $10
THURSDAY THROUGH SUNDAY – 11 AM TO 2 PM

FRIDAY PIZZA PARTY
COMPLIMENTARY FOR SHOOTERS AND GUESTS

SATURDAY EVENING MEAL
COMPLIMENTARY FOR SHOOTERS
FAMILY MEMBERS AND GUESTS $ 15

PENDING 

UPDATE
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INDIVIDUAL  DONORS

INDUSTRY  & LOCAL BUSINESS DONORS

A VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL OUR DONORS AND SUPPORTERS!

 EVENT DONORS

David Boyette
Lance Day

Jim Davidson
Mark Giampietro “Magnum Painting Services Inc.”

John Haugh
Chris Kauffmann

Z Mincek

Dr Will Pino
Larry Rolfe

Shaun Thomas “Matrix One Source”
Warren “Buzz” Tyre

West Wingate

PENDING 

UPDATE



PENDING 

UPDATE



A HEART-FELT THANK YOU TO ALL THE 
SKEET SHOOTERS AND FRIENDS—WHO 
REMAIN ANONYMOUS.  THIS SHOOT IS 
SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE OF THE TIME 

AND DONATIONS YOU PROVIDED.


